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Supercapacitors enable micro power energy harvesters to power 

wireless sensors 
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Peak Power Needs
Batteries store energy electrochemically, so the 

power they can deliver is limited by the rate of the 

chemical reaction. Many battery powered 

applications require a peak power burst to collect 

and transmit data. Examples include a utility 

meter reporting data over the cellular network, a 

key fob transmitting to unlock a car door,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

wearables reporting over BLE or alerting a user 

with vibration. A cellular call using the new low 

power NB IoT standard for data transmission 

draws ~60mA average current and ~200mA peak 

current, see Fig 1. Depending on the location of 

the nearest cellular tower, peal current during Tx 

could reach ~500mA. An 8Ah LS26500 LiSOCl2 

battery has an internal resistance, Rbatt, of 12.8 

supplying 200mA, see Fig 2. It suffers a voltage 

droop of ~2.6V in supplying 200mA and cannot 

not supply 500mA. Similarly, a CR2032 battery, 

commonly used in key fobs and wearables has 

Rbatt ~10. The Spire e-health tag provides a 

vibration alert to the wearer. This requires an 

initial starting current of ~120mA, which would 

drop the battery voltage by ~1.2V causing an 

under-voltage shutdown of the unit. Bluetooth Low 
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Supercapacitors Provide Battery 
Support 
In many battery powered applications, short bursts of peak power are required 

to collect and transmit data or to drive an actuator. Examples include utility 

meters, key fobs and IoT wearables. Batteries often have difficulty delivering 

this power with a large voltage drop due to their internal resistance, especially 

in cold northern winters. Supercapacitors, with low equivalent series resistance 

in the 10’s – 100’s of m down to -40C can support batteries to deliver the 

power required. 

Fig 1: 
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Supercapacitors provide battery support  
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Energy requires transmit currents of up to 10mA 

which results in a voltage droop of ~100mV. This 

means the unit will shut down during transmission 

due to the voltage droop, even though there is 

plenty of energy left in the battery. A 

supercapacitor can extend battery life by 

preventing this premature shutdown. 

 
Supercapacitors complement 
batteries 
Supercapacitors, like traditional capacitors have 

physical charge storage so are not limited in 

power by the rate of a chemical reaction as in a 

battery. They can deliver 100’s – 1000’s times 

more power than a battery and have Equivalent 

Series Resistance (ESR) typically in the 10’s – 

100’s of m range. Large traditional capacitors 

are typically the 100’s of µF range, while 

supercapacitors store ~1000 x more energy with 

capacitance in the Farad range. When placed 

across a battery this allows them to deliver the 

peak power for the duration required.  

The supercapacitor is an ideal power buffer, 

charged by the battery at average load current 

and delivering periodic or sporadic bursts of peak 

current. 

The other key attribute of CAP-XX 

supercapacitors that make them ideal to place 

across a battery is low leakage current (IL), 

~1µA/F. Therefore, the GW209 part across a 

LiSOCl2 battery in Fig 2 has a typical IL of ~0.5µA. 

Leakage current is drawn from the battery 

continuously so it can be a significant drain on 

energy. With only 0.5µA IL, a GW209 only draws 

4.4mAh/yr. 

 
Supercapacitor / Battery current 
split 
The supercapacitor and battery will share load 

current as: 

𝑖𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡 =
𝐸𝑆𝑅

𝐸𝑆𝑅 + 𝑅𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡
⋅ 𝑖𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑  

𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑝 =
𝑅𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡

𝐸𝑆𝑅 + 𝑅𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡
⋅ 𝑖𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 

Refer to Coupling a Supercapacitor with a Battery. 

In the case of a GW209 (ESR = 55m) across an 

LS26500 battery (Rbatt = 12.8), the GW209 

provides 99% of the current. Fig 2 shows this with 

a GW209 supercap across an LS26500 battery 

reducing the battery voltage drop from 2.56V to 

~30mV at room temperature. Note that Rbatt is 

not constant and increases with load current. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inrush Current Limiting 
A CAP-XX supercapacitor, with its very low ESR, 

will try to draw very high inrush current when 

initially charging from 0V. In many cases the 

battery’s internal impedance will act as a sufficient 

current limit, but if inrush current limiting is 

required to protect the battery, then see Current 

Limiting for Supercapacitors.  

 

Selecting your Supercapacitor 
If using a 3V battery, then you can use a single 3V 

cylindrical cell, GY13R0 series, or a 2.75V 

prismatic cell from our H series. The HA102 and 

HA130 fit over a CR2032 coin cell. If using a 

2.75V cell, then a low power regulator is required 

between the battery and supercap, see Coupling 

a Supercapacitor with a Battery. If you are using a 

higher voltage battery, then a dual cell supercap is 

required with active balancing to minimise energy 

drain from the battery, see Cell Balancing. Our 

latest range of prismatic dual cell supercaps cover 

every application, with DMF for very high power, 

DMT for very long life and up to 85C operation, 

and the ultra-thin DMH ideal with a coin cell in 

wearables. The supercap must have low enough 

ESR and high enough C at end of life to support 

the peak pulse load, refer to Powering Pulsed 

Loads. 
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Fig 2: LS26500 battery with 200mA, 1ms pulse at room temp

Load voltage, LS26500 with GW209 in parallel

Discharge current

Load voltage, LS26500 alone

Vdrop = 3.68V - 1.12V = 2.56V

Rbatt = 2.56V/0.2A = 12.8

Vdrop ~30mV

https://www.cap-xx.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/CAP-XX-GW109-GW209-Datasheet-v4-4.pdf
https://www.cap-xx.com/resource/coupling-a-supercapacitor-with-a-battery/
https://www.cap-xx.com/resource/inrush-current-limiters-for-supercapacitors/
https://www.cap-xx.com/resource/inrush-current-limiters-for-supercapacitors/
https://www.cap-xx.com/products/cylindrical-cells-overview/cap-xx-gy13r0-datasheet/
https://www.cap-xx.com/products/prismatic-overview/cap-xx-prismatic-h-series-datasheets/
https://www.cap-xx.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/CAP-XX-HA102-HA202-Datasheet-v4-4.pdf
https://www.cap-xx.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/CAP-XX-HA130-HA230-Datasheet-v4-4.pdf
https://www.cap-xx.com/resource/coupling-a-supercapacitor-with-a-battery/
https://www.cap-xx.com/resource/coupling-a-supercapacitor-with-a-battery/
https://www.cap-xx.com/resource/supercapacitor-cell-balancing/
https://www.cap-xx.com/products/cap-xx-dmf-dmt-dmh-overview/cap-xx-dmf-datasheets/
https://www.cap-xx.com/products/cap-xx-dmf-dmt-dmh-overview/cap-xx-dmt-datasheets/
https://www.cap-xx.com/products/cap-xx-dmf-dmt-dmh-overview/cap-xx-dmh-datasheet/
https://www.cap-xx.com/resource/supercapacitors-support-pulsed-loads-and-power-interruptions/
https://www.cap-xx.com/resource/supercapacitors-support-pulsed-loads-and-power-interruptions/

